
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of senior operations manager. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior operations manager

Will set and clarify requirements and expectations for Operations and Shift
Managers
Works closely with support staff (HR, Finance, Facilities, Safety, IT and other
Sr
Plan, monitor and co-ordinate workflow ensuring work is processed in a
timely and efficient manner, taking remedial action where required
Monitor staffing levels to ensure resources are deployed effectively to meet
business objectives and ensure productivity is maximised
Ensure issues/errors are escalated upwards (in a timely manner) to the Senior
Operations Manager or Head of Operations, providing solutions where
necessary
Ensure quality reviews are undertaken to minimise risk
Ensure all processes are consistent, current, documented and reviewed on a
regular basis
Attend and participate in internal and external meetings when required
promoting a professional image at all times
Coach and develop Assistant Manager's/Supervisor's performance to
develop their own skills
Maintain an awareness of strategic issues affecting the industry

Qualifications for senior operations manager

Ability to react with appropriate levels of urgency to situations and events

Example of Senior Operations Manager Job
Description
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Perform the Account and Maintenance Approval function for the Direct
Investing and Financial Planning businesses the principle resource for the
Private Wealth Management LOB (PIA and PIC)
To ensure all regulatory requirements are being adhered to within the
account administration cycles and in circumstances where they are not, the
deficiency needs to be escalated and a solution or process enhancement
must be put in place to address the deficiency
Understand and keep current of the ongoing regulatory and internal control
changes of the group including the Firm’s AML, Privacy and QI requirements
Candidate requires extensive knowledge of firm and industry processes along
with a sound knowledge of business unit functions and procedural
documentation protocols
Successful adherence to our agreed upon SLAs


